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IT STARTS WITH A TREE
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The tree is one of the oldest and largest, yet most durable life forms found in nature, its efficiency perfected over the ages. Oak trees, for example, are found all over the world in different climates, be it hot or cold, humid or dry.For three generations now, the focus of our family business has been on insulation and thermal energy distribution. In everything we do, we are inspired by nature as it is always systemic, smart and efficient in its solutions. We truly believe there are ever inspiring sources and solutions yet to be discovered. We just have to learn to take a good look around, often just to see what is right in front of us. Call us green, call us durable or even idealistic. It is in our nature to be smart, creative, flexible and convincingly different in everything we do! We are on an exceptional sustainable mission that drives us and our vision at all timesminimize the waste of energy, maximize the use of renewablesMany of our concepts and products are inspired by trees; from leaves to branches, from trunk to bark and roots. Trees are an important part of the ecosystem as they form the connection and conversion of the elements of water, air, earth and fire. 



PIONEERING TECHNOLOGY
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We have a history of pioneering innovations. Our design for durability, recyclability and responsible processes demands a minimum use of resources for maximum benefit, making a significant difference for those involved in heating, sanitary hot and cold water or cooling applications. The cell structure of our polyolefin foams closely resembles the structure of cork; the bark of the oak tree. Flexalen and prefabricated branches are insulated and protected, yet flexible and durable like the trunk and branches of this same tree. In retrospect, the invention of these products and components were an absolute technological breakthrough. It did not only change our business, it also changed us. 



PIONEERING THE WORLD
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As the laws of nature and physics are universal, so is the need for sanitary hot- cold water, and a comfortable indoor climate. Thermaflex has proven itself in different climates, working conditions and cultures. Locally, we are involved in 16 countries ranging from varying from Panama to Siberia and we’ve successfully completed challenging projects in 45 countries worldwide. Our aim is to enable  the integration of technology, sharing experience and expertise in co-creation with all our stakeholders, ultimately resulting in faster, easier and more sustainable solutions. We focus on where we are able to realize the highest impact or can make a significant difference. We make connections all over the globe in order to save energy by being transparent, innovative and responsible.



BRANCHES
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We develop and produce smart solutions for thermal energy distribution, using state of the art flexible pre-insulated pipe systems and pre-fabricated branches. We connect different internal components or between buildings and resources, be that in residential areas, offices, hotels, public buildings and industries. In line with our energy and environment saving mission, we strive ourselves to be fully sustainable. For our own processes and buildings, we are always in search for efficient and renewable materials and energy resources. We also facilitate the recapture and recycling of cut-offs, wasted or end of lifetime Thermaflex materials. We take our responsibility seriously, in our chain, branch and markets



NETWORKS
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Connecting the source and usage of thermal energy in the most responsible way requires fast, durable and efficient systems which also need to be adaptive to local circumstances, choices and expectations. Whenever energy is needed in several locations, networks are necessary to serve those needs. Smart networks are required in order to anticipate changes in the case of fragmented, large and/or complex combinations of demand. Replacement of existing networks occurs where they were not as durable as the buildings they were intended to serve.  The value of networks should not be underestimated. It’s the environmental capital for the community when it comes to renewable energy.  Just the same, networks of various stakeholders (energy users/producers, system suppliers, political, technical, environmental representations and other interest groups) can create sustainable solutions to our energy needs utilizing the power of physical networks that allow any type of renewable thermal generation to reach any combination of users.



EMPOWERING 
COMMUNITIES
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Different communities or buildings in various circumstances require specific networks to serve them. This is the reason why various trees, such as the oak, have developed different branches and leaves. However as they all serve a similar purpose, common systems are utilized. Leaves and their veins are typical examples of a robust networked system that at the same time are natural, elegant and fail safe. Every local situation may have different local resources or combinations. Whether traditionally powered, by bio-mass or bio-gas, geothermal or solar powered networks, they all serve the same purpose for the community. Our ‘high-energy’ team across the globe attaches a great deal of importance to the creation of smart energy solutions. It always encourages us to work together with our stakeholders to make substantial progress. 



FACILITATING 
HOUSEHOLDS
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Just like the tree is able to distribute its life-energy with minimal loss to its environment, we maximize energy efficiency for climatization and sanitary water. We connect the rooms in a building for sanitary water, heating or cooling – greatly reducing individual need through energy savings. Whatever the source(s) may be, though ideally renewable, and wherever the origin: roof, cellar or below the front door. Universal plug and play solutions easily connect the energy sources at hand such as thermal solar installations, heat pumps or by smartly recovering the energy that normally escapes the building through ventilation.



OUR CONTRIBUTION
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In the early days, thermal energy production and consumption were highly localised, based on local needs, available resources, limited technology and comfort. With the discovery of fossil fuels, this changed dramatically, however, we ourselves have come to realize that this change is not truly sustainable. The depletion of resources as well as their environmental, social and climate impact is undeniable. Nowadays the world is striving for improved efficiency, it is in search of renewable alternatives, it is driving the development of both production and use of energy yet as it diversifies it is once more becoming more localized. Moreover, in theory, everyone has the choice to become a producer or user, but whether on individual-or community level it is imperative that available capacities and fluctuating demands are connected. Saving energy, enabling the use of renewables and maximizing their potential is a good and necessary cause with an enduring future. In doing so, it generates energy to span generations.



FUTURE 
GENERATIONS
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At Thermaflex we are on a mission!We have been working on the development of our company for years. We now can build on a strong culture, innovative technologies and prospective market positions based on true relationships and performance. Energy and water are a necessity in the built environment, they are a basic right for everyone. We have the knowledge and experience to provide systems to distribute these vital elements smartly and efficiently, in a matter that is convincingly different and in a manner that will serve the society far into the future.Today, Thermaflex is a source of energy to many people; from the team that is running its everyday operations, to the business partners and customers with whom we share values and create smart energy saving solutions. 



LET’S CONNECT!
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Together we look for joint solutions, gradually building our common futures. In co-creation with our stakeholders, we develop these solutions flexibly adapting to new situations and challenges. From generating ideas, through testing of prototypes to successful implementation. We even achieve what was believed to be impossible.  Moreover, our systems fit the circular economy as they are recyclable and serve the transition to renewable energy. The only way for us to succeed in our mission is through cooperation with our stakeholders. We live in the ‘WE-conomy’, where creating value for our society is the achievement of many people. That is why we invite the outside world into our company to share insights and exchange ideas. Together we work for an economy that is sustainable in all aspects. 
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